Abstract-The Poisson sum formula provides an efficient method for transforming many slowly converging infinite summations into equivalent, but more rapidly converging infinite summations. Electromagnetic applications for this result come in the analysis of infinite arrays of periodic scatterers, such as frequency selective surfaces. However, in some applications, such as when one desires the radiation of a semi-infinite array of periodically spaced currents, the original form of the Poisson sum formula is inappropriate. For such applications, we derive a one-sided version of the formula and apply it to the radiation from a semi-infinite array of line sources with currents dictated by Floquet's theorem. The one-sided Poisson sum transformation yields enhanced convergence characteristics for certain regions of application as a result of the inverse bandwidth relationship between Fourier transform pairs. The application of it to a semi-infinite line source array also provides a plane wave representation for the fields, which makes for an extension of the solution to geometries with stratified dielectric media.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper presents the derivation of a modified version of the Poisson sum formula, which can be used on certain one-sided summations to possibly enhance numerical convergence. In this paper, we present an application of the formula to a semi-infinite array Green's function. This Green's function is based on regularly spaced line sources that have equivalent amplitudes on each filament, but with a progressive phase between elements in accordance with Floquet's theorem.
We recognize that a semi-infinite array will normally tend to have different current amplitudes and phases than the Floquet assumption for the elements near the edge of the array. However, in using a Floquet assumption we are dealing with a semi-infinite array of elements that is a subset of a "true" semi-infinite array, i.e., the true array minus the nonuniform edge elements. The Floquet based currents can be used as a semi-infinite basis function which, along with single element basis functions near the true edge of the array, can be used in a moment method analysis.
Felsen and Carin have investigated finite arrays using Floquet current approximations [1] , [2] . They do not, however, derive or use the one-sided Poisson sum formula that we present here. The key distinction between their work and ours lies in the application. Our expressions are valid for observa- tion points arbitrarily close to the array plane. We specifically developed them to calculate the mutual coupling between a semi-infinite array basis function and a nearby singleedge element basis function. In contrast, Felsen and Carin present " a theory of diffraction that deals with scatteredfield phenomena away from the grating plane " [1] . The remainder of this paper is divided into sections outlining the derivation of the modified version of Poisson's sum formula, the application to the semi-infinite array of line sources, the results of the semi-infinite array Green's function, and a brief conclusion section.
II. DERIVATION OF A ONE-SIDED POISSON SUM FORMULA
Using the Fourier transform pair (1) (2) the ordinary Poisson sum formula is [3] (3) where . It is obvious by the symmetry of the limits in the summation that either the plus or minus in (3) may be used as long as the chosen sign is consistently applied. We desire a one-sided form where the summation on the lefthand side of (3) has the limits from to . To accomplish this, we simply define to be the product of an infinite domain continuous function and the Heaviside unit step function shifted by to "capture" the entire term. Using the appropriate "generalized" Fourier transforms and properties [5] , [6] , we can express the inverse Fourier transform of as (4) Substituting these expressions back into (3), we get a one-sided version of the Poisson sum formula
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright. Again, either the plus signs or minus signs may be chosen, but the same choice must be taken in each circumstance, and for each value of .
III. APPLICATION TO A SEMI-INFINITE ARRAY OF LINE SOURCES
Consider a semi-infinite array of directed line sources, with regular spacing along the positive half of the axis. Fig. 1 gives a cross-sectional view of the array, along with coordinate definitions for a field-observation point and a hypothetical plane wave propagation direction associated with the Floquet phase factors to come.
We may spatially index the line sources such that is the first line source (at the origin), and subsequent line sources are associated with increasing positive integer values of . Even though the array is semi-infinite, we will assume that we are dealing only with a subset of elements, which is also semi-infinite, but is electrically removed from the edge of the true semi-infinite array. Thus, we assume the currents obey Floquet's theorem [7] , so that the current on the th element is (6) with being the current on the edge element. We again remind the reader that the perturbation of the currents near the true edge of a semi-infinite array can be handled separately from this analysis. A semi-infinite array free-space Green's function can thus be formed by the superposition of the radiation of each individual line source. We can express the spatial sum representation of this Green's function as (7) We will apply this to the one-sided Poisson sum formula with the spatial-domain summation corresponding to the left-hand side of (5) . To do this, we use the Fourier transform pair [8] (8)
Through a careful substitution of variables, (5) can then be used to transform the semi-infinite array free-space Green's function into (9) where (10) and (11) We refer to (9) as being a spectral-domain summation for the Green's function.
The first term in the spectral summation in (9) represents a discrete bundle of plane waves, which is similar to the plane wave spectrum generated by fully infinite arrays with Floquet governed currents [9] . The direction of propagation for the th plane wave is (12) Without loss of generality, we confine the value of to be nonnegative and, thus, the square roots in (9) through (12) must be chosen with either the positive real or " " root, to obey the radiation condition. A finite number of terms clustered around will yield , which implies a propagating plane wave. The other plane waves are evanescent and decay rapidly as is increased in value.
The second term in (9) represents a continuous spectrum of plane waves generated by truncating the infinite wire array. Its form should be recognizable to those familiar with edge diffraction from a half plane. We will use this similarity to address the difficulties encountered in evaluating the principal value integral, in particular, the branch points at . For integrals of this type, Felsen [10] suggests the variable substitution (13) When we employ this substitution, we obtain an angular spectral-integral representation devoid of the branch point singularities (14) We note that the proper branch of the must be used to define the integration contour to satisfy the radiation condition [10] . The contour in the complex plane contains one pole at , related to the spectral term. Consider a displaced circular-cylindrical coordinate system, with an origin at
. From it, we may describe a point by the position , where
Note that designates an angle at the displaced origin relative to the normal from the array. Using these coordinates and employing the cosine addition formula, we write the angular spectral integral as
The angular spectral integral in (17) may be evaluated via numerical integration or, preferably, using a closed-form expression obtained from asymptotic analysis. When numerical integration is required, the singularity may be extracted analytically, leaving a smooth integrand for the numerical sampling. To accomplish this regularization, we divide the total integral associated with the contour into the sum , where the limits for run from to , the limits for run from to , and the limits for run from to . We may transform paths in and to the real axis and extract the singularity where appropriate. For the first integral, this results in
The nonprincipal value integral in (18) may appear to have a pole at , but instead behaves smoothly in the neighborhood of this point. Thus, numerical integration may be successfully implemented. The last (principal value) integral in (18) still contains the pole, but it is of a form with a known evaluation. From [11] , we get (19) The regularization of the integrand in is handled in a similar manner, as used for . The result is
The principal value integral in (20) may be evaluated using (19) with the substitution of for . Finally, the integral is regularized without a change in integration path, giving (21) where, from [11] , we get (22) Finally, we note that while regularization is not strictly required when the singularity does not lie along the integration path of , , or (whichever one is being evaluated), it is numerically expedient to perform the extraction as long as the pole is near one of the endpoints of the path involved.
In the majority of cases, the previous numerical evaluation may be avoided by an asymptotic evaluation of the angular spectral integral using the method of steepest descent. The integral form in (17) is like a canonical form presented by Felsen [10] . The form contains a saddle point at , which lies between and . The steepest descent path (SDP) and the contour intersect at the saddle point and at where
When , the contours intersect at the saddle point and at . Using as a large parameter, the method of steepest descent can give a uniform asymptotic evaluation, valid even when the pole and saddle point become arbitrarily close. The SDP integral is then related to the desired principal value integral through a half residue contribution. The result is Note that is related to the complementary error function. When its argument is complex, the path of integration is any path which starts at this complex value, and ends at where and . Information to get an evaluation of for complex arguments without resorting to numerical integration is provided in [12] . The upper signs in (25) are chosen when the pole lies to the left of the SDP in the complex plane. The necessary conditions for this to occur are: 1) and Re ; 2)
and Im or; 3)
Re and Im . Failure to satisfy at least one of the above three conditions implies the pole is not to the left of the SDP, in which case the lower signs in (25) must be chosen.
The half residue contribution is (27) where the plus sign corresponds to when the pole is to the right of the SDP, and the minus sign corresponds to the pole lying to the left of the SDP. The flip in signs here, as well as in , are necessary to produce field continuity. This is very similar to the case of plane wave diffraction from a half-plane as one sweeps the observation point in angle through a "shadow boundary." For example, when we consider the terms in the spectral sum, the pole defines a "shadow boundary" which is crossed at , where is associated with the Floquet phase factors, as shown in Fig. 1 .
IV. RESULTS OF THE SEMI-INFINITE ARRAY GREEN'S FUNCTION
This section provides some numerical results of the Green's function described by either the spatial sum in (7) or the spectral sum in (9) . A substantial number of numerical tests could be generated, but for the sake of brevity, we only present results related to a certain typical test case. This case is defined by an interelement spacing of with the Floquet phasing associated with 30 (see Fig. 1 ). With the exception of the case in Fig. 5 , we have limited our observation of the radiated field to a path from at a fixed "elevation" of . Thus, half of this path is directly above the semi-infinite array, where the other half is past the array edge. Fig. 2 depicts the evaluation of the semi-infinite array Green's function along the observation path. Note that the field magnitude decays past the edge of the array. It also asymptotically approaches the value which it would have from the radiation of a full infinite array as . For large positive values of , the continuous spectrum term of (9) is almost identical to the discrete spectrum term. In fact, we should expect this to happen as the discrete spectrum term is exactly half the value one would get from the radiation of a full infinite array, as one can see by comparing the first term on the right-hand side of (5) with the right-hand side of (3).
The data generated for Fig. 2 can come from either the spatial (7) or spectral sums (9) . The natural question is, "Which representation is more efficient?" There are two components of efficiency to consider. For the subject summations, these components are: 1) the number of terms required for the summation to converge and 2) the computation burden associated with calculating these terms. In the following examples, the spectral-domain terms are computed using the numerical integration approach described in the previous section. Consequently, the computation times represent a "worse"
(25) case. Where appropriate, asymptotic integral evaluation could dramatically reduce the required computation times.
Starting with the first component, we see the inverse bandwidth nature of the Fourier transform pairs determines the most efficient form. The key parameters are the interelement spacing and the location of the observation point. Generally, the spectral sum requires fewer terms than the spatial sum as the interelement spacing decreases and the observation point moves away from the array (either increasing positive values of or decreasing values of , with ). In Fig. 3(a) , we present the number of terms necessary to converge to the criteria Sum -Truth Truth (28)
where the "truth" value is taken from an extremely large number of terms (in either sum form). Note that along this observation path, the spectral sum requires only one term, a number far less than what the spatial sum requires. Turning to the second component, one might ask, "Does the computational burden of calculating the continuous spectral integral negate any gains from the convergence advantage of the spectral domain form?" Fig. 3(b) answers this question for the subject test case by comparing the CPU time required to calculate the two summations on a Sparc10 workstation. Clearly, with only one term to calculate, the additional computational effort required for the spectral-domain sum is more than offset by the reduction in number of terms required for convergence. Of course, summation acceleration techniques such as Shank's transformation [13] or the Rho transformation [14] can be used to enhance the convergence of either the spatial or spectral sums. The data in Fig. 4 was generated using a circle averaging acceleration scheme 1 which significantly accelerates the spatial sum. The spectral sum was not accelerated. We've also tightened the convergence criteria to 0.01%, causing the spectral sum to lose its computational advantage in some regions. We note, again, that aside from any computational advantage or disadvantage, the spectraldomain form is tremendously useful in problems containing a stratified dielectric media.
Another interesting phenomenon is the difference of the convergence rates for the discrete and continuous spectrum terms on the right-hand side of (9) . Fig. 5 shows this convergence data along the inner two wavelengths ( ) of the observation path. This data was generated by forming the discrete spectrum sum (alone) and the continuous spectrum sum until the last term in each has changed the magnitude of the partial sum by no more than . This tends to be a tighter tolerance criteria than what was used for Figs. 3 or 4. Note that the discrete spectrum is relatively insensitive to the position, whereas the convergence of the continuous spectrum changes dramatically along the path. Also note that the overall convergence rate of the spectral sum is dominated by the continuous spectrum terms, which we found to be generally true for other observation paths. Thus, it behooves us to use the asymptotic evaluation for as much as possible to maintain computational efficiency.
The accuracy of the asymptotic evaluation of the continuous spectrum integrals is driven by the magnitude of the large parameter ( ). Fig. 6 shows the dependence of the relative error between numerical and asymptotic evaluations of with as the large parameter takes on three distinct values. In this case, relative error is defined as
Relative Error
Asymptotic Numerical Numerical (29) For each , the observation angle ( ) is swept through an arc around the point . Note that the most difficult region for the asymptotic solution is the forward radiation sector (
). This case ( ) corresponds to a propagating plane wave in the discrete spectrum, which tends to be the most challenging case for the asymptotic evaluation. For the evanescent modes, the large parameter can be reduced by at least an order of magnitude for a given acceptable error.
Finally, in Fig. 7 we present the evaluation of the Green's function in the complex plane as it is calculated from (9), split into the discrete and continuous spectrum terms. To prevent cluttering of the data, we truncate the observation path to . Note that the evaluation from the discrete spectrum sum traces a nearly perfect circle (which is only so because the evanescent plane waves are almost negligible at ), while the continuous spectrum sum is less predictable. Also note that the continuous spectrumsum magnitude is nearly identical to the discrete spectrum-sum magnitude at (data designated with plus symbols), and "in phase." This agrees with the understanding that as one observes the field "deep" over the array, the field nearly mimics the radiation of a fully infinite array that is exactly double the discrete spectrum of (9) . On the other hand, the data from the two spectrums at (designated with the circles) is of similar magnitude, but strongly out of phase. Thus, the two spectrums are in a destructive interference to weaken the radiated field at negative values of as long as we have crossed the "shadow boundary" discussed in the SDP evaluation. In this example, with 30 and , the "shadow boundary" occurs at .
V. CONCLUSIONS
A one-sided version of the Poisson sum formula was derived and presented in (5) . It provides enhanced convergence in some applications, as a result of the inverse bandwidth relationship between Fourier transform pairs. It has been successfully applied to the problem of the radiation of a semiinfinite array of periodic line sources that obey Floquet's theorem, i.e., equal amplitude currents with a progressive phase factor. The result is a transformation of a spatial-domain sum to a spectral sum which contains both a discrete spectrum of plane waves and a continuous spectrum, which comes from a principal value integral. The continuous spectrum is evaluated either by numerical methods using a regularization of the integrand or by asymptotic analysis. Numerical results from each method are given here, which provide validation of the algebra and give insight into the radiation phenomena.
Numerical results show a significant reduction in the number of terms needed in the semi-infinite array free-space Green's function with the one-sided Poisson sum formula. An additional benefit from the transformation is that it puts the radiation purely in terms of plane waves, which allows for an extension to geometries involving infinite planar boundaries. As an example, we are currently working on applying the onesided Poisson sum formula for the problem of radiation of a semi-infinite array embedded in a dielectric slab (infinite in and , but finite thickness in ). Such an extension introduces surface wave poles within the continuous spectrum integrals. In this case, the one-sided Poisson sum formula is necessary, as it would be extremely difficult to attack the array within a slab problem with a spatial-domain sum approach.
